
Ref: AISV-15th WR-2nd-7th August,2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 2nd August,
2021 to 7th August, 2021.

Pre Primary Section

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis.
They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��व वः”
They practiced Surya Namaskar poses done till now and also
did few new poses.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones were introduced to the new letter Letter X by
showing objects.
They practiced the same in their textbooks and notebooks.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots practiced the pre - math concept Long and Short
in their textbooks and notebooks.
They happily showed the Long and Short objects
available at home.

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds practiced Sense Organs of the body in their
textbooks.

STORY TELLING Kids enjoyed watching the story of Waking Up



Early.

LIFE SKILLS Kids learned how to clean their toys by cleaning them
with wet and dry cloth.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “ॐ भभवू� व��व
वः” They practiced surya namaskar poses done till now and
also did few new poses.

RHYMES Toddlers had fun revising the rhymes “Two little feet, Ten
little fingers, Eight big fingers, I had a toothbrush,
Washing Day, This little froggy” and were also introduced
to new rhyme “Rainbow” through a video and actions.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones practiced revising the phonic sound of the
alphabets A to O. They revised all about the sight words ‘I’ &
‘a’ and were introduced to the sight word ‘be’ through
sentence reading & recognising on the zoom board. They
practiced writing the letter Kk in their textbooks along with
the picture reading and were introduced to letter Ll through
wet hand tracing, picture reading & textual exercise.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Little stars revised numbers 1- 11 on their fingers . They were
introduced with numbers 12, 13 through objects and on
board along with the concept of ones and ones place. Kids
were introduced to " Number Rhymes" from the Maths
textbook. They practiced writing number 10 to 12 on slate
and number 12, 13 in Maths textbook. Kids were introduced
to shape - circle through different objects.  They enjoyed



colouring in a circle in their textbook.

GK/SHOW & TELL Kids revised all about the cleanliness of the body through
textual exercise and were introduced to the new concept
“healthy and unhealthy food” through a video story.

HINDI Little stars revised swar 'अ to अः' through swar rhyme and
swar ' अ,ं अ:' through PPT. They were introduced to swar ' ऋ '
through video story and PPT in the class.  They  practiced
writing swar ' अ,ं अ: ' in their Hindi notebook and swar ' ऋ '
in their slate and in Hindi textbook.

ART & CRAFT Young artists tried their hands on making an easy drawing of a
girl in their textbook. They also had fun making DIY boats
through paper folding, one which they pasted in their
drawing books and the other one they rowed in the tub full
of water.

LIFE SKILLS Tiny tots enthusiastically arranged their dining tables and
were encouraged to follow the table manners such as no
talking, not to watch tv/mobile/tablet, no roaming
around etc. while eating.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced “व�तणु ् ◌ुड
महाकाय सयू� कय� ◌ो �ट नमो नमः” They also had fun doing the
exercises, They practiced surya namaskar poses done till now
and also did few new poses.

MATHS Little stars were introduced to “Just before , Just after and



Between numbers” with real objects and hand games. They
wrote the same in their textbooks.

HINDI Children were introduced “ छ ज झ ” from textbook and they
enjoyed doing different exercises in textbook. And Kids practiced
writing swar on the slate.

ENGLISH Kids were introduced with ob, od, og family CVC words, they did
practice of the same on slate. They were also introduced with a
new cursive pattern.

GK Children drew and coloured the different objects used in school
in their notebook.

ART AND CRAFT Kids enjoyed doing fingerprinting on a ball in the “Art and craft”
book. They did coloring in fish in their drawing book.

LIFE SKILL Kids learned how to clean their toys by cleaning them with
water and drying them with cloth. Thus they enjoyed a
splash-clean-dry session.



Primary Section

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were
conducted for grades 1 to 5 through the
Zoom Cloud Meeting App and 6 to 10
through Google Meet. Students were
taught all the subjects i.e. English,
Hindi, Maths, Science, Social Science,
3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance,
Yoga, Art and Craft sessions were also
conducted for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Kids were introduced to a new grammar chapter of 'he or she'
and 'Naming word for belonging'. Also, kids did the textual
exercise of the chapter.

Math Subtraction of one-digit number was explained. Two ways of
subtraction was introduced.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter 'Animals'. Also,
textual objective exercises were done in the class.

Hindi छा��ने आ क� मा�ा के श�द और वा�य को पढ़ना और �लखना �सखा।

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.



Hands-On-
Activity

To know about Big animals, small animals, animals that live in
water, in water and on land both, insects and birds students with
the help of their teachers' guidance did an interesting activity in
the notebook where the p state colourful cutouts of various
animals.

Art & Craft Students were drawn to the independence day drawing the
National Flag and National bird PEACOCK and filled the colours.

Yoga Students did physical exercises and asana- tadasana ,vajrasana
and cow-cat poses.

Music Students enjoyed the national symbols song of India and sang
nanha munna rahi hu and ek do ek do songs.

Integrated
Learning/Anila

A story was shared with the students on true friendship, “Peace
is Good” and also a session on Good touch and Bad touch was
done - “I am Special - Keep hands to yourself”!

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Annual haircut day was explained. Word meanings and question
answers and textual exercise was done. Pdf of the same was
shared in the Google classroom.

Math The chapter “Subtraction” was introduced. Wherein terms used
in subtraction and subtraction facts was also explained.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter 'healthy food’,
wherein kids were introduced to three different groups of food
and their benefits. Also, kids did textual exercises for the chapter.

Hindi छा�� ने “�कृ�त का ऐ.सी” कहानी को जाना , समझा | ��नो क� चचा� �कया एवं
�व�थ जीवन शलै� , गाँव जे जीवन  से �ेम जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.

Hands-On-
Activity

To learn about the three main groups of food and their
importance, students with the help of the teachers' guidance did
an interesting activity in a notebook. They wrote the definition of



energy giving food, Protective food and bodybuilding food and
then pasted the cut outs in a book.

Art & Craft Students were drawn to the Independence day drawing and
filled in the colours.

Music Students enjoyed the national symbols song of India and sang
nanha munna rahi hun and ek do ek do songs.

Yoga Students did physical exercises and asana- tadasana ,vajrasana
and bhujangasana.

Integrated
Learning/Anila

A session on freedom - Born to be Free was done with the
students and also a session on Good touch and Bad touch was
done - “I am Special - Keep hands to yourself”!

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Completed the chapter Pound of Butter with the discussion of
textbook questions and answers.

Maths From the chapter “Multiplication of Numbers”, students were
taught about the multiplication Lattice Method, word Problems,
framing word Problems and estimation of product of two numbers.

Science From the Chapter-4-"Birds”, care of young ones was explained
and textual exercise was discussed and pdf sent in the Google
classroom. Additional practice worksheets were also shared in the
Googleclassroom. Introduction of physical body parts was explained
in the class.

Computer Students learned about Desktop, Desktop Icons, how to add
Shortcut to Desktop and how to change Desktop
Background.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi छा�� ने �याकरण म� “�च� वण�न” को जाना , समझा | पा�य -प�ुतक म� “�ाथ�ना
मं�दर “ कहानी म� से �थाप�य कला , �ाथ�ना , उपासना , शां�त बहाई धम� के बारे म�
जाना और देश म� �था�पत “बहाई धम�” के मं�दरो के बारे म� जाना |



Art & Craft Students were drawn the National symbols of India and filled
the colours.

Music Students sang aao bachcho tumhe dikhaye patriotic song and
jhanda song vijayi vishwa tiranga pyara.

Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge by assessing themselves by
solving the question in Google form.

Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Completed the poem “Town mouse, Country Mouse”. The
reading practice of the poem was taken. Students completed the
grammar exercise from the chapter “Pronouns” and notebook
work was assigned.

Math The chapter Division of Numbers was completed with the
discussion of chapter revisions exercise. Students were introduced
to a new chapter “Factors and Multiples”, wherein they came to
know about factors, multiples, even numbers and odd numbers.
Also they understood the divisibility rule of 2.

Science Continuing the chapter “Animal Adaptations”. The adaptations of
terrestrial animals, aquatic animals and amphibians was discussed
with suitable examples.

Social
Science

Discussion of Primitive age and Prehistory period was done.
Children were told about the first civilization. Indus Valley
civilization was explained to children.

Computer Students came to know the steps for inserting animation to different
objects in PowerPoint.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a



chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi छा�� ने “अडंे के �छलके” कहानी को पा�ानकूुलन पठन �कया | जीव -जंतओुं के ��त
संवेदना , �ाकृ�तक संतलुन जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �વર - ઋ થી શ�ુ થતા શ�દો , ઋ ની મા�ા વાળા શ�દો તેમજ િવિવધ

�લો ની �ણકાર� મેળવી અને લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने पाठ सात का पनुः अ�ययन �कया और पाठ बोध के अ�यास को परूा �कया ।

Art & Craft Students were drawn to the Independence day drawing and filled
in the colours.

Music Students sang aao bachcho tumhe dikhayen patriotic song and
jhanda song vijayi vishwa tiranga pyara.

Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development Part
B.

Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The students had a tour of the mesmerizing Maasai Mara National
Reserve through the chapter, “On an African Safari”. They
explored the different animals, tribes and vegetation of the region
through the lesson and enjoyed knowing about the region.

Math Continuing the chapter “Fraction”, students came to know the
addition and subtraction of the fractions. They did textual exercises
related to this.

Science Continuing the chapter “Sun, Moon and Earth” . Lunar eclipse,
Solar eclipse and tide were explained. Text book exercise from the
chapter was completed.

Social
Science

The chapter in History i.e. “British Period in India” was completed
along with discussion of textual questions and answers. Students
appeared for a class test via Google form. A new chapter,
“Continents and Oceans” was introduced in the class wherein



they came to know about the formation of landmass by watching a
few videos.

Computer Students learnt the different number formatting features with
shortcut keys in MS Excel.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "अ�बा" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “પાયલ �ું સાહસ” પાઠની સમજ મેળવી અને ��ો ની ચચા� કર�. �હ�મત
, સહનશીલતા , િમ�તા �વા �વન ��ૂયો ની �ણકાર� મેળવી.

Sanskrit छा�� ने L -3 केअ�यास प� क� पनुःप�ूत � क� ।

Art & Craft Students were drawn calligraphy forms in the SketchBook. With
this drawing their skills of line drawing, Power of thinking develops
and they even get joy of new creation.

Music Students sang hum rahi hain hum saathi hain patriotic song and
jhanda song vijayi vishwa tiranga pyara.

Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development Part
B.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills of students were enriched with the grammar topic,
‘Subject verb agreement’.

Maths Continuing the chapter Playing with Numbers, students were
explained and solved different types of word problems along with
the discussion of chapter revision exercise.

Science Continuing the chapter Things Around Us, students were
explained about structural organization of living beings, life span



and death of living beings, habitat, biotic and abiotic components
with relevant examples.

Social
Science

Explanation of the chapter in Civics, “Government” was completed.
A few textual questions were discussed in the online classes.

Computer In the chapter Computer Networks, Students came to know
about different network topology with proper diagrams and data
flow.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "अनोखी ह�डी " कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gurjarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�ૂધ નો રંગ “ પા� લેખન �ારા પાઠ�ું વાચંન ક�ુ� પાઠની સમજ મેળવી

અને ��ો ની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चरा भाग 1 L-7 " बक�य ��तकार : " पाठके अ�यास क� प�ूत � क� और L
-8 " सिू�त�यबक "पाठ के सिू�त क� �हदं� अनवुाद स�हत पठन-पाठन �कया ।

Art & Craft Using different elements of nature, students were drawn to creative
picture composition in the sketch book.

Music Students sang hum rahi hain hum saathi hain patriotic song and
jhanda song vijayi vishwa tiranga pyara.

G.K Students explained about the ongoing event Tokyo olympics
2020. This is a proud moment for our country. Many sports
persons won medals. Students came to know about the medalists,
also came to know about its history, the meaning of the rings,
colours of the rings and how many countries participated in this.

Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development Part
B.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED



English Grammar skills of students were enriched with the grammar topic,
‘Tenses’.

Math Introducing the new chapter “Triangles and Their Properties”,
students were able to understand the angle sum property of
triangles. Also they did the activity related to this in the class.

Science Continuing with the chapter, ‘Climate and Adaptation’, the
adaptive features of various animals living in different climates and
regions like temperate, tropical, polar and desert regions were
discussed in class. The textual exercises were also discussed and
completed.

Social
Science

A new chapter, “How the State Government works” was
introduced in the class. Students came to know about the process of
selection of an MLA and the appointment of various ministers in a
state.

Computer In the chapter Introduction to Python, Students learned about
Data type and type function with practical examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques, healing
techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "नमक स�या�ह" को पढ़ा एवं ��न -उ�र पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવ�યાથ�ઓએ “એવર��ટ સાથે માર� �લુાકાત” પાઠ ના ��ો ની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ�

અને પાઠ�-��ુતક મા ંલેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चरा भाग - 2 के पाठ L - 5 पि�डता रमाबाई पाठ के शषे अ�याय को पढ़ा और
समझा साथ ह� अ�यास काय� भी �कया ।

Art & Craft Students did colouring to the picture composition drawing subject
'village'.

G.K As Independence Day is approaching, the students took the
responsibility to prepare a quiz for the class. The quiz was
conducted in the class and the students came to know about many
facts of Independence day.

Music Students sang sabarmati ke sant tune kar diya kamaal patriotic
song and jhanda song vijayi vishwa tiranga pyara.

Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.



Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development Part
A.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills of students were enriched with the grammar topic,
‘Subject verb agreement’.

Math New chapters“Algebraic expression and Identities” were
introduced to the students along with revision of terms,
polynomials, degree, coefficient, of previous standard knowledge.

Science-
Biology

Continuing the chapter “Reproduction in animals”. The structure
of male and female reproductive system and Fertilization was
explained in detail. From the chapter, ‘Microorganisms’, the
students learnt about the various disease causing microorganisms
in plants, animals and human beings.

Social
Science

In the chapter, “Ruling the Countryside” students came to know
about the three methods of revenue collection by the EIC and the
increasing demand to grow Indigo on Indian land.

Computer Continuing the chapter More on Python, Students learned about
functions with parameters and different data types used in python.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-6 "सागर से बनारस तक" को पढ़ा एवं ��न -उ�र पर चचा� क�।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “��ક�ટ ની રમત” પાઠ ના ��ો ની ચચા� કર� લેખન ક�ુ� અને

પાઠ�-��ુતક મા ંલેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��चर : भाग - 3 के प�ट : पाठः " गहृम ् श�ूयम ् सतुाम ् �बना " पाठ का पठन
पाठन एवं �हदं� अनवुाद करना सीखा, पाठ अभी जार� है ।

Art & Craft Students drew computer work design in the textbook by
overlapping various shapes.



Yoga Students did breathing exercises along with some stretching
exercises. Also they played some concentration games in the
session.

Life Skill Students enhanced their knowledge in personality development
Part B.

Secondary Section

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Grammar skills of students were enriched with the grammar
topic, ‘Prepositions’.

Math “Heron’s formula” chapter was introduced in the class.
Students were able to find areas of different types of triangles
by using Heron’s formula.

Science-
Physics

Continuing with the chapter, ‘Force and Laws of Motion’, the
third law of motion with examples, laws of conservation of
momentum with examples were explained. The textual exercise
was also discussed.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “ Atoms & Molecules” . The concept of
Valency and Electronic configuration was explained with suitable
examples

Social
Science- Eco.

Continuing the Chapter “Poverty As a Challenge”, students
came to know about the Poverty ratio and poverty line of India.

Social
Science- Geo
& His

Discussion of textual questions of the chapter ‘ Physical
Features of India’ was completed and students appeared for
the class test. A new chapter, “Nazism and the Rise of
Hitler” was introduced in the class wherein students were
briefed about WW-1 and WW-2.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �याकरण म� प� लेखन के अतंग�त अनौपचा�रक प�� के बारे म� पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Computer A new chapter Basic Computer Operations was introduced to
the class wherein students enhanced their knowledge by



understanding the concept of booting process and use of
operating system.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English With the prose, ‘A question of trust’, students were thrilled
with suspense . Extra questions were discussed.

Hindi छा�� ने �पश� प�ुतक से पाठ-" मीरा " के पद पढ़ा व समझा।

Math “ Area related to circle” was introduced among students with
different terms and its explanation on the Geogebra board.

Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “Periodic classification of
elements’, students were discussed classification by Newland
and Mendeleeve with the help of periodic table.

Science-
Physics

Continuing the chapter, ‘Electricity’, the students learnt about
resistance, resistivity, series and parallel connection of
resistance in a circuit, Heating effect of Electric current, its
advantages and disadvantages and Power.

Social Science-
PS & Eco.

Discussion of New pattern of Syllabus and Assessment pattern.
Completion of NB for Term 1 was told.

Social Science-
Geography

Discussion of textual questions of the chapter, “Agriculture”
was completed and students appeared for the class test. A new
chapter in Geography, “Water Resources” was introduced
wherein the students came to know about various Hydraulic
structures of Ancient India.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few
moments of calm and time with “Self”.  



EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

HIROSHIMA DAY: A day which is celebrated on the 6th August every year that is a
reminder of the bombing attack on Hiroshima by the United States during World War-II.
Students of C3 to C10 came to know about the day by going through the PPT and video.

PRIDE MOMENT OF INDIA: A greatest event of the year Tokyo Olympic 2020 is going
on. A very proud moment for all of us that our county’s sports persons not only took part
in this big event but also made history. Heartiest congratulations for those who won the
medals in this event.

Medals of this Week in Tokyo Olympic 2020

Name Event Medal

1. Indian Hockey Team Hockey Bronze

2. Lovlina Borgohain Welterweight Boxing Bronze

3. Ravi Kumar Dahiya Wrestling Silver

4. Bajrang Punia Free Style Bronze

5. Neeraj Chopra Javelin Throw Gold


